
On-the-day resource booking
& visibility 



Change is inevitable - increased mobility and 
rising real estate costs are changing the way 
we all work, and ensuring workspaces operate 
at peak efficiency is vital to the success of any 
modern business. 

These rising trends are here to stay and  
increasingly affect the way we all work.  More 
than ever before, buildings and facilities 
managers need to employ flexible and highly 
effective resource-booking systems.

Only systems which can be adapted to the 
unique needs of a business will provide the 
best opportunity for achieving optimum 
efficiency.

The 5 core
ResourceXpress principles:

Visibility of workspace status 
Vital to the modern workplace, clear indication 
of status is essential whether within the busy 
office environment or remotely via mobile 
devices.

On-demand booking 
Letting busy professionals secure workspaces 
as quickly and easily as possible.

Centralised data capture & reporting
The ability to collect data, and convert it into 
reports, graphs and insights that will help you 
maximise profitability.

Elimination of 'no shows'
They’re the bane of resource managers’ lives 
and are hugely wasteful.

Efficiency &  reduction of costs
The fundamental reasons for deploying a 
resource management solution.

The future-ready agile workspace



ResourceXpress is an intelligent, easy-to-use 
resource management system.

It’s designed to maximise work-space usage, 
improve productivity and lower real estate 
overheads – allowing office workers to focus 
on their key work-tasks and making your 
business more profitable.

The ResourceXpress server-hosted system 
works seamlessly and securely with your 
Microsoft enterprise calendaring and 
messaging system., either as an on-premises 
or a hosted service. 

Future Proofed!
Whatever system you use, both now and 
in the future, ResourceXpress offers an 
easy transition to any of the above 
booking systems. Should you decide to 
migrate to Office 365 , no software or hardware 
needs to be changed, so your investment 
is preserved.

On-demand booking, real-time visibility

It also works directly with the native
resources in your Microsoft office 
environment, with full support for: 
 
• Microsoft Outlook/Exchange
• Microsoft Office 365



ResourceXpress is one of the most flexible and 
adaptable solutions on the market, from the 
smallest sites with a few rooms or desks to multiple 
time-zone enterprises with hundreds of rooms.

The full ResourceXpress package offers 
floorplan profiles, screen management, 
digital signage options and more, whilst RX Lite 
delivers simpler functionality at an affordable, 
entry level price.

Larger deployments with multi-server systems 
can benefit from the ResourceXpress High 
Availability feature, which allows workspace 
booking services to stay online, even in the 
event of a server failure.

Choice, flexibility & resilience



Maximise efficiency
and minimise no-shows

Authenticated check-in 
Users can check-in quickly using an RFID card, 
Windows login or PIN code

Email check-in
Users receive email reminders of their booking, 
including the option to cancel, quickly freeing 
up unneeded resources

On-screen checkout
Allows users to immediately free up a resource if 
their booking finishes early

3 strikes and you’re out
Optional feature allowing work-space managers 
to ban users for a pre-set period if they book a 
re-occurring meeting but fail to turn up three 
times in a row

Work-space reallocation
If a user doesn’t check in within a certain period, 
the resource is automatically made available for 
others to use



Service users will love the ResourceXpress mobile app and the 
ease at which they can search for free resources, book on-the-go 
and think ahead, searching and booking on-the-go!  

Similarly, they can book through their familiar desktop 
calendaring and scheduling application, check in on the fly via 
their own smartphone and secure the best available resource.

Interactive floor-plan kiosks provide another great way of 
nurturing mobility, empowering users to search and book free 
resources at key locations within the office.

Nurture mobility



Flexible Room Screens
Our room screens give you the widest range of options to
suit your needs and your budget.
 
Use dedicated screens outside each room or a screen per 'zone'.  
 
Choose fonts, styling and other content to reflect your 
corporate image; display room names, add background 
imagery, availability status (red = busy, green = free), 
optionally include organiser and meeting names, timings 
of current and imminent meetings, visitor and security 
messages, and more.  
 
You can also choose from a wide array of off-the-shelf devices 
(iPad, Android or Windows) or use our dedicated and robust 
screens which come pre-configured and complete 
with Power over Ethernet (PoE) and VESA bracket. 
 
 
- Instantly see the status of rooms 
- Optional on screen instant booking 
- Check-in/check-out and extend reservations 
- On-screen, RFID or email check-in 
- Log problems with equipment 
- Display current & imminent meetings  
- Optionally exclude organiser/meeting title  

Ultimate in room screen options
11.52



Interactive Kiosks
Q-Kiosks allow you to find resources by Name, 
Booking Title, Organiser or Location and the My 
Events feature provides authenticated access to a 
user’s own bookings. Bespoke floor plans display 
color coded hot-spots to show the status and location 
of all bookable resources across multiple zones. Also 
Q-sign information can be instantly displayed within 
the kiosk screen.

 
 
Signpost & manage bookings
of multiple resources
 
 
 
Wayfinding signs
Larger overview screens can be placed in 
reception or at junction areas to give an instant 
view ofthe availability and location of multiple 
resources. These can be used instead of, or in 
addition to,individual room and desk devices 
and come in a variety of formats. 
 
Our Q-Signs provide text based listings with 
optional directional pointers to indicate 
room status and location.

Q3 Finance Results Brief
IT Contract Review
Remuneration Committee
2016/17 Budget Briefing
MS Office 365 Training
Graduate Reception

Martin Smith 12:00
Li Honcai 14:00
Mike Jordan 14:00
Zaheer Khan 14:30
Sian O’Brian 14:30
Sarah Edwards 19:00

2nd Floor - Naples Room
1st Floor - Hawaii Room
1st Floor - St Kitts Room
3rd Floor - Miami Room
Ground Floor - Izmir Room
2nd Floor - Naples Room

Title Booked by Start  Location

Welcome to the Meeting Centre
Monday Jan 11, 2016 Manhattan Building - Canary Wharf 11.52



Manage flexible workspaces

awaiting check inavailable

Introducing Qubi
Qubi is a low-cost, energy-efficient workspace management device.  The user-
friendly cubes sit on desks in shared workspaces or in meeting rooms, clearly 
indicating resource availability using colored LED’s.

Qubi’s States
When a resource is available, Qubi glows green.  Red means a resource is already in 
use.  Amber means the resource has been booked, but the user has yet to check-in.

Simple check in & out
Qubi allows for on-the-spot check-in: users can simply tap in with an RFID card. 
When a booking or a meeting comes to an end, Qubi unobtrusively pulses red, 
gently notifying users and allowing them to extend, if possible. This is particularly 
useful in meeting rooms where an external room-screen status cannot be seen.

Energy Efficient
Qubi typically uses 80% less energy than traditional touch screens – automatically 
going into power-saving mode outside normal working hours.

Accessibility
With its low profile, colored lights and intuitive controls, Qubi is easily accessible 
for physically disabled and visually impaired users.

updating booked



… and, above all – how can we improve our 
resource usage?

• Which rooms and workspaces are over or
under-utilised?

• Are late cancellations preventing efficient 
meeting room usage?

• Would it be more efficient to turn meeting 
rooms into general office space?

• Can we free up some of our real estate? 

Full workspace utilisation

Advanced analytics
With the ResouceXpress export data feature, 
you can see exactly how your workspaces are 
being used – and more importantly, where you 
can maximise your productivity and 
profitability.

Data at your fingertips 
Collected data can be turned into detailed 
reports and graphs, answering questions such 
as:



“analyse & optimise”



Intelligent resource
management

Book your ResourceXpress 
demo today

e: info@essential.co.uk 

t: +44 (0)1275 343 199

Essential Computing 
Channel Court, 8 Hill Road 
Clevedon
BS21 7NE

www.essential.co.uk Manage multiple workspaces with Q Kiosk

Optimise meeting room booking with Q Screens

Nurture agile working with Qubi


